Customer Testimonials

► “ETS demonstrates good old fashioned American exceptionalism in manufacturing is
alive and well. A quality product crafted in the US, with as high a level of value as could
be hoped for. Trouble free transactions and quality products from ETS help Industrial
Covert Unlimited meet the expectations of its customers easily.”
Jason Gillman, Industrial Covert Unlimited
► “I have used many other audio surveillance products and ETS has the most versatile,
economically priced assortment of products, as well as some of the most
knowledgeable technicians I have ever dealt with. I am always shopping for a better
product for my CCTV, system, but have no intentions of looking elsewhere for my audio
solutions.”
Chris Wilson, Mapco
► “ETS mics worked great in the football stadium. We used them for the “crowd feed.”
Jim Crews, Commercial Audi Systems
► “Thanks, we have definitely appreciated your products and attention to detail. The
audio equipment we get from ETS has one of the lowest call rates for Tech Support.
That saves us a huge amount of time!”
Jennifer Spears, Rugged CCTV
► “All 6 of our locations sell your line and have never had a problem. The price and
quality is what keeps the customer coming back for more.”
Rocky Angel (Branch Manager), Electronic Supply Company
►”We are having good success with ETS microphones.”
Marc Cohen, EYESON
► “ADS (American Digital Security) has been using ETS microphones for over 5 years
now and we have been very satisfied with the products and support. My most recent call
to ETS was to determine how we can move forward with replacing our Aiphone
intercom systems with an IP Megapixel camera and your new two-way speaker / mic to
be ran via POE to match the other components we would be installing, such as the IP
cameras. With your new system it would allow our customers to get a better overall view
of their entrances and also give them the ability to record this activity on the NVR.
Currently with Aiphone we don’t have the ability to record the camera video to the NVR.
I want to thank your team for taking the time to better understand our needs and I look
forward to the release of the new products to better secure our schools and other

commercial buildings.”
Buddy Mason, ADS
► “We have been very pleased with your products.”
Victor Obertance, Heartland Fire

► “I have provided ETS’ products to my clients in the CCTV industry for over two years
now, with very positive feedback continuously. From ETS’ sales support, all the way
through technical support, I haven’t found an audio/microphone provider that can
compete with the product and support of their company. Thanks a million!
Jason Duling, 2MCCTV
► Commercial Technology Group (CTG) uses your Mic products. We are an integrator
in the state of FL. And a distributer of DVR systems to other dealers around the US. We
have used… and sell your SM1 and SM5 kit. We use these with our CTG 4-8-16 ch
DVR and they have been a good product for our applications. Restaurants and Retail.
Kevin Sheridan, VP – Commercial Technology Group / CTG

